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We have got so much from the society. And now it's our turn to give something back 

The impact of urbanization does not leave the trees and beautiful 

lakes which could have been an ecological hotspot if properly 

maintained. Mankind has done enough of damage to the environment 

and it’s high time that our greenery should be restored.  

Keeping this in mind we at ‘Sevai Karangal’, had launched a project 

‘Pasumai’– A Environmental Project that takes the responsibility of 

maintaining green cover by planting saplings and maintaining the same till it become a tree. 

Wetlands and water bodies are once referred as the ‘natural paradise’ that accommodates a 

number of aquatic species. The ‘Lake Clean up’ is another activity of Pasumai to restore the 

water bodies that are abandoned around the city. In the first phase we have collected the 

data of water bodies that require immediate clean up. 

The Leads of Pasumai after careful analysis devised a protocol for lake clean up. We have 

picked a pond at 6, Kanagar Street, Jawahar Nagar for our prime venture. In the first phase, 

we decided to start the venture by cleaning the front side and the surrounding bund of the 

dried pond.   

Having planned the cleaning strategy, invitations are sent to the members and non-

members of Sevai Karangal and Pasumai across Website, Facebook and whatsapp for the 

event. We approached the Chennai Corporation. After learning about our initiative, offered 

its olive branch support. Leads of this green initiative have approached several schools, 

scouts and local groups to participate in the clean –up venture. 

Phase I  

After preliminary arrangements, the team ‘Lake Clean Up’ hit the deserted lake on 13 Jul 

2014. An active sum of 120 Volunteers including 8 kids from Nalmanam, 12 kids from SIP 

home, 16 scouts from Netaji Scout group and 33 students from Model Matriculation School, 

Periyar Nagar with a great support from the local resident had started to clean the lake at 6 

am. The event witnessed large an influx of population.  It took a rough 5 hours to clean 

20% of the lake and the corporation cleared off the removed debris in two trucks. 

Phase II 

Once the First cleanup was performed, we realised that the main area which is covered with 

surplus green grass is to be cleaned.  For this cumbersome process, we have decided to 

approach the Goshalas to remove and make use of grass to feed their cattle. We do have an 

alternate plan to eliminate the excessive grass and weed by manual labour or machine. 

After the successful clean up at Phase one, we started the initiative of phase two. We 

decided to continue cleaning the tank bunds. 60 volunteers who include 7 Kids from 

http://www.sevaikarangal.org.in/
http://sevaikarangal.org.in/pasumai/
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Nalmanam, 16 kids SIP children’s home, and 8 kids from Anbu Illam, 2 members from 

Sabari Green foundation along with few local residence actively participated in the cleanup. 

The team cleared the two sides of the tank which was covered by mostly garbage trashed 

by the housed adjacent to the lake. One house had dumped the debris which will be not less 

than 1 truck. We have requested all of them not to throw the garbage into the tank.  

 

We thank the following Supporters without whom the event would had not been a success 

Mr. Prakash and Mr. Sethu, of HRCED, for their cooperation. 

Regional District collector, Central Chennai, Assistant Collector, Zone 6 and all other staff 

from Chennai corporation. 

The management, Nalmanam, SIP children’s home and Anbu Illam.  

Once again Mr. Gnanavel (70+), Exnora secretary of TVK Nagar, who not only carried the 

message of Pasumai and the Lake cleanup to the local crowd, generated funds for the lake 

cleanup, but also actively participated in the cleanup.  

Thanks for the following local residents donated towards the project. 

Gnanavel 

Karthick 

Mani 

Magesh 

Vijaya Kumar 

Karunanithi  

 

And finally each and every lead volunteer and volunteers for making the event a great 

success. 

The Project Lake Clean up has taken its baby steps. To be fruitful in the endeavour, we seek 

support from more volunteers and sponsors so as to restore the wetlands which were once 

a paradise gifted to the human race by nature. 


